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COVID-19
Impact on
Business Travel
and Relocation
Part II
CERC Survey March 2020

This online survey was conducted
between March 12 and March 18
2020

About the
Survey

A total of 29 organizations
participated in the survey

100 per cent of organizations have
communicated information to
employees about how they can
protect themselves when traveling

How concerned is your organization about the
potential impact of COVID-19 on employee
relocations and or business travelers?
5. Extremely concerned

Level of
Concern

4. Very concerned

3. Moderately concerned

2. Slightly concerned

1. Not at all concerned
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What steps has your organization taken to mitigate the risk of COVID-19 as it relates
to employee relocation/ business travel?
8. Implemented 14 day self-isolate (work from home) for employees who have
recently traveled to affected areas (personal or business)
7. Changes to rotational schedules for rotational assignments in affected areas
6. Implemented internal travel tracking measure
5. Cancelled travel (e.g. attendance at client meetings/conferences etc.)
4. Postponed planned relocations
3. Cancelled planned relocations
2. Restricted short term travel to affected areas

1. No restriction on employee travel
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Has your organization implemented any employee travel
restrictions to the following locations?
7. Italy

Implementation
of Travel
Restrictions

6. Iran
5. Republic of Korea (S)

4. Singapore
3. Japan
2. Hong Kong
1. China
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Is your organization evacuating staff from COVID19 affected areas?
8. Not evacuating staff
7. Iran

Staff
Evacuations
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If you are not evacuating employees, are you allowing any of
the following alternative work arrangements?

Alternative
Work
Arrangements

4. Early repatriation

3. Work from another location

2. Work from home

1. Extended home leaves
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If you are allowing employees to work from other
locations due to COVID-19, are you providing any of
the following allowances?

Allowances
being
provided in
alternate
work
locations

5. Hardship Allowance

4. Foreign Service Premium

3. Housing Benefits

2. Vehicle Allowance

1. Goods and Service
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In the event of school closures in affected regions
where you have employees, what measures /
supports are you providing to your employees?
4. Repatriation to home location

School
Closures

3. Unpaid leave

2. Paid leave

1. Work remote / from home arrangements
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In most organizations (87%) staff are not
being evacuated from affected areas.

Other Findings

Staff are being evacuated from affected
areas in 13% of organizations

The majority reporting organizations (80 %)
have taken steps to maintain compliant with
business travel requirements
20% of organizations are having difficulties
with visas / work permits

COVID-19
Workforce and Mobility
Protecting people, operations and
values through a global crisis

Workforce and People
Advisory Services
March 2020

COVID-19 | The People Impact
A fast evolving public health crisis1

Exposure
School
closures

Quarantine,
isolation
13 February 2020 - Epidemic

Threat to life

100%
global
workforc
e
exposure

High risk
populations

Heightened
employee
anxiety

Restricted
freedom of
movement

17 March 2020 - Pandemic

Purpose
►

To help consider your people impacts within this fast moving and complex challenge that affects
local and global workforces, workplaces and communities

1

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports
2 https://www.facebook.com/NBCNews/posts/4054837701202896
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Focus

“

We're on the highest level of alert and risk assessment in terms
of spread and impact, but that's not to alarm
and scare people… it's a reality check

Michael Ryan, Executive Director, WHO Health Emergencies
Program2
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COVID-19 | The People Impact – key observation and themes
Landscape
The rapidly escalating challenges from the COVID-19 global outbreak present critical people issues for organisations to assess and address. People/Mobility functions are the first line of resilience for the
workforce during a crisis.
Short term responses will address immediate needs, help mitigate short term challenges and set the framework for agile forward responses. People / Mobility teams can help establish different ways of
working and an agile mind-set as people look to live, work and travel in an uncertain environment.

Major People Themes
►

Five key people themes have been identified that cover the range of topics, challenges and risks to be managed by all organisations

►

They cover the iterative lifecycle of understanding and assessing the situation that people are in and the movement, protection and enablement of individuals and teams

Understanding
People Impacts
and Priorities
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Moving People

Protecting
People

Enabling
People

Maintaining
Capability and
Capacity
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COVID-19 | The People Impact – at a glance

Understanding People
Impacts and Priorities

Topics

►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►

►

Challenges

People Values
Risk Assessment and Management
Dynamic Planning
Adaptive Comms and Engagement

Moving People

►
►

Risk to health and life of
employees
Potential loss of productivity,
revenue, routes to market/clients
Increased costs due to changes in
business model

►
►
►

Protecting People

Travel Bans
Visa Restrictions/ Border
Closures
Global and Local Workers
Immigration Compliance

►

Understand new travel restrictions
and impact on employees
Align company guidelines with
local government policy
Brief employees on evolving travel
updates

►

►
►
►

►
►

Personal Safety
Safe Environments
Mental and Physical Health and
Wellbeing
Contingent/Gig Workers

►

Keep employees safe and healthy
at work
Allow appropriate levels of
flexibility for alternative working
Ensure employee rights are not
compromised on terms of pay,
working hours/ conditions/D&I

►

►
►
►
►

►

►
►

►

Strategies

►

►

Align leadership and
communication strategies
Identify where business operations
need to be modified to minimise
impact
Identify critical functions,
processes and skills
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►
►
►

►

Closer tracking of business travel
by employees
Support for globally mobile
employees and their families
Policies for supporting remote
working/ ‘stranded’ employees in
transit
Shifting immigration strategy to
maintain status or update location
of employment

►

►
►

►

Review and reinforce workforce
health provision (in-house/third
party)
Develop leadership briefings and
cascade comms
Develop in-house channels and
hubs for employee questions and
concerns
Consult with experts on legal and
Health and Safety issues

Maintaining Capability
and Capacity

Enabling People

►

►
►
►

Remote/Agile Working
Team Productivity
Motivation/Mind-set
Innovation
Incentives

►

Productivity concerns and
reductions
Issues with shift patterns,
continuity of work, customer
service and delivery
Lack of/untested tech
infrastructure and access
Data security and risk

►

Review and accelerate virtual
collaboration and new ways of
working with technology
Increase engagement and
communication ‘check in’
Ensure adequate IT support
Review data communication
policies and cyber risk

►

►
►

►
►

►
►

Workforce Planning
Capability Protection and Growth
Recruitment and Partnerships

Short term challenge drives
resourcing shortages
Most highly impacted locations
may not be most business critical
Recruitment slowing will impact
future growth

Deploy workforce planning to align
to longer terms goals as well as
short term contingency
Budget for shorter term
costs/contingency
Identify key roles and talent
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Understanding People Impacts and Priorities

COVID-19 | People assessment and strategy framework
Establish and align the leadership capability to dynamically assess, plan, decide and communicate people strategies.

1

Assess People Exposures and
Risks current state end-to-end risk
Conduct

Assessing global workforce exposure

Leadership Alignment

6

COVID-19
Workforce
Resilience

3

Test Potential
Response
Execute simulation of crisis
scenarios – particularly
mass remote working - to
test effectiveness of
defined potential
responses to validate
effectiveness against an
established success
criteria
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4

Develop Potential
Response
Define potential response
triggers to prevent crisis
impact or enable agile
response to mitigate
repercussions considering
people, process and
technology factors

Define Crisis Scenarios
Identify best to worst case
crisis scenarios, designed to
stress test your operation’s
ability to manage disruption
and evaluate the severity of
impact of current gaps using
risk assessment findings
and data

Build Intervention
Business Case
Build resiliency intervention
business case to implement
validated response triggers
including requirements,
solutions and value proposition

5

2

Identify Workforce Gaps
Identify essential business
functions, high value assets
(HVA), essential jobs or roles,
and critical elements within your
supply chain. Activate existing
crisis management policies and
protocols in each disruption
scenario to identify gaps within
current workforce model
including qualitative and
quantitative impact

Effective communication network

assessment covering operational and
geographical risks, globally mobile
employee implications, customer impact,
health and safety impact resulting in a
calculated risk index

Mapping global talent for worst
case scenarios

Representative Analysis
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Local and globally mobile employees
Assess the exposure and impact of crisis on your people and agree an action plan for locations, groups and individuals.

Identify locally and globally mobile
employees and family members
►

►

►

►

Identify mobile employees (incl. assignees, contingent
workers, global business travellers) and any accompanying
family members, who are in or have recently entered a crisis
location, including on personal or business travel, whether in
transit or as a final destination
In the instance that there has been a public security incident
or an outbreak of a virus or infection in the locations visited,
individuals may need to be quarantined, safe-housed or work
from home or work in a designated location for a minimum
period including prior to being relocated to home or third
country
Assemble information regarding all current globally mobile
employees, and travellers in transit, and any accompanying
family members in crisis location and surrounding locations
Information collected should include:
► Full name, Date of birth, Gender, Contact number, email
► Residential address, Nationality (including if more than
one)
► Passport(s) held, including expiration dates, passport
accessibility
► Current location, including city, assignment type, home
country
► Accompanying family members, incl. above-mentioned
details
► Immigration status in host country, including expiration
date of current visa and work permit
► Details of status of pending visa and work permit
applications
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Assess impact of crisis for global
travellers
►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

Assess impact of crisis on each globally mobile
employee and any accompanying family
members
Apply the risk assessment of crisis against the
individual circumstances of each globally mobile
employee and their accompanying family
members
Review immigration status of each globally
mobile employee and any accompanying family
members
This must include visa status in current location;
status of other visas held; passports held,
including expiration date of passports and
current physical location of passports
Identify impediments or restrictions imposed on
globally mobile employee and any
accompanying family members to travel or
relocate
Consider physical barriers, exit permits, flight
bans, regulatory bans and other legal restrictions
Assess impact of relocation on the globally
mobile employee and business for each
business traveller and assignee
Consider costs, impact on operations, impact on
contractual obligations (including force majeure),
impact on compliance with legal requirements
taking appropriate legal advice

Determine action plan for locations,
groups and individuals
►

►

►

►

Prepare guidelines for working in each location
and for travelling between sites/offices
Prepare guidelines for visitors to sites/offices
(suppliers, contractors, clients) and guidance for
employees visiting other locations/events
Determine action for each globally mobile
employee and any accompanying family
members
Assess risk and potential impact to determine
response measures and priorities
► Risk assessment of crisis
► Individual circumstances of the individuals
► Visa and/or work permit status and travel
opportunity of each individual
► Travel impediments in respect of each
individual
► The nature of the crisis and the individual
circumstances of each impacted individual will
be determinative of business decisions about
priority of action
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Government Response
Immigration Implications
Government response to the COVID-19 crisis is shifting daily. Borders are closing, travel restrictions are being imposed
and consular offices are cancelling appointments.
Canada
►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►
►

►

Beginning Wednesday, March 18, travellers who are not
Canadian citizens, Canadian permanent residents or US
citizens will not be permitted to board a flight to Canada.
International flights (other than US, Mexico, Caribbean and
St. Pierre & Miquelon) are being directed to one of Canada’s
four major airports: Montreal, Toronto, Calgary or
Vancouver.
Airlines will screen travellers and will not allow those
exhibiting COVID-19 symptoms to board flights to Canada,
regardless of citizenship
All international travellers arriving in Canada are expected to
self-isolate for 14 days and contact health professionals
immediately if experiencing COVID-19 symptoms which
include: fever, cough, and other symptoms.
Many biometrics collection facilities in Canada and abroad
have been closed and appointments cancelled. IRCC has
announced a 90 day extension to provide biometrics.
A number of VACs are currently closed or are offering
limited services and reduced hours.
Flexibility to submit additional documents is being provided
(files will remain open for up to 90 days)
Inland PR landing appointments have been cancelled.
Telephone landing appointments to be scheduled.
Citizenship ceremonies and tests have been cancelled.
Pending temporary residence applications will not be
refused because an applicant cannot complete a step in the
process, for example, providing biometrics, completing
medical exam or submitting their passport for stamping.
Processing delays for online applications are anticipated.
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Global

United States
►

►

►

►

►

►

►

The Department of Homeland Security issued a
notice of arrival restrictions following Presidential
Proclamations banning entry of non-U.S. citizens
who are from higher risk countries
International arrivals at 13 major airports may be
subject to health screening
US Consulates are cancelling appointments and
advising to rebook online.
USCIS field offices, asylum offices and
Application Support Centers are not providing inperson services until at least April 1. This
includes interviews, naturalization ceremonies
and biometrics.
I-9 verification process remains unchanged –
must still complete employee document
verifications in person but can do so through an
agent
Inland filing requirements remain consistent – i.e.
no flexibility around original signatures, payment
options, online filing
US & Canadian Border Restrictions

►

►

►
►
►

►

►

►
►
►
►

►

►

Admission restrictions (citizens / permanent
residents typically exempted)
Advisory alerts recommending against
international travel
Health checks upon arrival
14 Day isolation period
Denying entry of international flights from higher
risk countries
Internal mobility restrictions or quarantine
measures
Limitation of consular support to emergency
services for citizens / permanent residents
Repatriation of consular staff
Bars for Cruise Ship docking
Variation of requirements for land border entry
Closure of some government offices including
immigration authorities
National, local or regional declarations of State of
Emergency
Airline flight cancellations – concern around
repatriation
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Border closures and travel restrictions
These are changing daily, ensure your teams have access to reliable and up to date resources and advisers.
U.S. Restrictions as of March 17, 2020

Status at 12 March 2020
Updated from https://www.thinkglobalhealth.org/article/travel-restrictions-china-due-covid-19
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Travel bans and restrictions
Consider relative risks in managing globally mobile employees and their family members.
Remain in location
Consider:
►

Access to healthcare

►

Suitability of accommodation

►

Impact of separated families

►

Evacuation plans, potential flight
cancellations, exit bans

►

Visa or work permit status of
globally mobile employees and any
accompanying family members,
including current visa expiration
date

►

Visa or work permit options
available for individuals to extend
stay in location for further stay
period

►

Covid-19 specific government
flexibility

►

Passport validity period and
physical location of passport

►

►

Extent of insurance policy coverage
held by the employer or the
individuals

Policy where individual refuses
evacuation
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Depart to alternative location
Consider:
►

Travel bans, restrictions, quarantines in place at alternative location imposed by government of current location and ground, air and sea
transport operators or en route

►

Visa or work permit requirements for next destination, including transit visas for transit destinations

►

Passport validity period and physical location of passport

►

Restrictions imposed by government of potential transit and final destinations

►

Suitability of potential accommodation, taking account of personal safety, access to health facilities, access to food and water and
sanitation

►

Access to health care and health insurance in alternative location

►

Exit requirements for current location and the impact (immediate and future) of non-compliance with exit requirements on individuals
and the business

►

Impact of departure on current location visa or work permit validity and permission to return, including impact to residency or pending
permanent residence applications

►

Requirement for local employee to close out the employee’s departure requirements if the employee needs to leave

►

Increased travel times due to quarantine and additional checks that need to be completed at next destination or transit destination

►

Relocation of goods to next destination, including the availability of relocation capabilities in crisis location to next destination

►

Schooling enrolment cancellation for accompanying children, including associated costs and any adverse impact on their education
progress

►

Schooling available for accompanying children, including availability of enrolment, whether short term of long term, depending on
intended stay period at next destination

►

Impact on individual employee’s personal tax obligations, particularly if they will be working from the home location or a third country or
are recommencing tax residency

►

Social security obligations may also arise in the absence of a bi-lateral totalisation agreement between the countries. These obligations
could be reduced if the employee is not working in the alternate location. Consider Posted Worker Notification triggers
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Tax Considerations
Consider relative risks in managing globally mobile employees and their family members.
Home Country
Canada:
In order to provide greater flexibility to Canadians who may be experiencing hardships during the COVID-19 outbreak, the
Canada Revenue Agency will defer the filing due date for the 2019 tax returns of individuals, including certain trusts.
- For individuals (other than trusts), the return filing due date will be deferred until June 1, 2020. However, the Agency
encourages individuals who expect to receive benefits under the GSTC or the Canada Child Benefit not to delay the filing of
their return to ensure their entitlements for the 2020-21 benefit year are properly determined.
- The Canada Revenue Agency will allow all taxpayers to defer, until after August 31, 2020, the payment of any income tax
amounts that become owing on or after today and before September 2020. This relief would apply to tax balances due, as
well as instalments, under Part I of the Income Tax Act. No interest or penalties will accumulate on these amounts during this
period.
- In order to reduce the necessity for taxpayers and tax preparers to meet in person during this difficult time, and to reduce
administrative burden, effective immediately the Canada Revenue Agency will recognize electronic signatures as having met
the signature requirements of the Income Tax Act, as a temporary administrative measure. This provision applies to
authorization forms T183 or T183CORP, which are forms that are signed in person by millions of Canadians every year to
authorize tax preparers to file taxes.

Quebec:
-

The deadline for producing and filing income tax return is postponed to June 1, 2020.

- For individuals and individuals in business, the deadline for applying balances due related to income tax returns for the
2019 taxation year is postponed to July 31, 2020.
- For those who must pay tax instalments, the payment of the June 15, 2020 tax instalment is suspended until July 31, 2020.
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Tax Considerations
Consider relative risks in managing globally mobile employees and their family members.

Home Country
United States:

- Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin announced during a March 17 news conference that President Trump has authorized him
to defer up to $300 billion in tax payments. Those who owe a payment to the IRS can defer up to $1 million per individual —
which he said would cover many pass-throughs and small businesses — and $10 million for corporations, interest-free and
penalty-free for 90 days. He said taxpayers can file their taxes and will automatically not get charged interest and penalties. The
Secretary encouraged those able to file their taxes by April 15 to do so, because many will receive a refund.

- Many states have not yet extended their filing deadline.
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Tax Considerations
Consider relative risks in managing globally mobile employees and their family members.
Home Country
United Kingdom:
-

UK’s residence rules in relation to “exceptional circumstances” (i.e. whether days spent in UK due to emergency scenario
such as this will impact on an individual’s residence status).

-

UK tax year is April 6th to April 5th with filings due by January of the following year – no update on extension to file tax returns
as of yet
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Moving People

COVID-19 | Tax Considerations
Consider relative risks in managing globally mobile employees and their family members.
Other considerations
For individuals that have returned “home” or were sent to another “lower risk” country to work - though
remaining an employee of the entity in the original country – immigration, permanent establishment and
payroll risk may arise.
Taxability may arise with certain payments made to employees to encourage “work from home” –
assessment should be made (though this may evolve over time)

Day counts should be maintained if working in a country temporarily due to COVID-19
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Protecting People

COVID-19 | Protecting the workforce
Create a safe environment and ensure business continuity.
Environment

Communication

►

Ensure working locations follow guidance from local
authorities on managing health and safety on site/ in
offices/while travelling

►

Align communication channels, globally, regionally
and locally to allow for flex and evolving updates
and messaging

►

Monitor impacts on technology due to increased
remote working – potentially increase IT support/
provision of IT equipment

►

Review communication media to ensure all
employees and relevant third party groups are
included – contractors, suppliers, consultants,
clients

►

Review employee environment for different groups
ensuring inclusion of those with no option for remote
working (facilities, security, logistics, on-site
workers, building services, product development and
build, delivery, customer services, etc.)
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►

Provide guidance on alternative ways of working
while protecting productivity and performance

►

Give guidance on how to safely work from home or
on site – i.e. risk assessment on workstation, take
breaks from screen, hand washing and use of
communal areas, etc.

►

Confidential data/information – review guidance on
data security

►

Engage in dialogue for those not able to work at
home to discuss flexible and adaptive delivery
models and alternative working arrangements for
short term

Employee well-being
►

Ensure employees know where to find information,
guidance and support

►

Recognise potential impact on mental health as well
as physical

►

Encourage employees to continue to focus on self
development, connecting with colleagues and
teaming as well as prioritising family and
communities

►

Enable employees to express concerns and know
they are being listened to and looked after

►

Start with the right tone from the top and ensure that
prejudice and unconscious bias are addressed and
eliminated
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Enabling People

COVID-19 | Remote working, a closer look
Travel bans, collective and self-quarantines, corporate lock-downs and related implications for child and elder care are
likely to lead to protracted periods where business continuity and productivity will depend on alternative, inclusive and
flexible ways of working.
Preparing for remote working
Consider what can and should be actioned in advance of being remote:
► Rapid people impact assessment (IA), with heads of teams and
support functions/enablement leads for all remote working
► Identify and IA different employee groups (roles/shifts/customerfacing/ops) – agree needs and priorities per group. Test with Line
Managers and employee teams forum to adapt and gain buy-in
► Prioritise projects and other team work along with core business
► Run dedicated team prep session(s), to incl.
► Team rules of the road agreed. Call out ways of working,
expectations, concerns/risks, opportunities
► Test tech/tooling and ways of working before going remote if
possible. Know your experts
► Map shifts and work patterns and agree ways to refine as team
learns more when remote. Input include view of personal
circumstances (care for self/others, own support network)
► For critical work/outcomes consider a table top/role play exercise
to project into a failed/failing situation and work backwards on
how to prevent those things from happening
► Leaders start referring to and using tools, apps and working
channels in advance to raise profile of what is to come

Doing it, learning and adapting
Structure and check-ins
► Daily and weekly structure and feedback and adapt channels at start/end of shifts
► Look to mirror work patterns, not condensing hours
► ‘How are things/check-in’ with team and 1:1s/buddies. What is changing and what is the impact?
Safety and well-being
► Is everyone working in a safe environment? Guidance on safe remote working i.e. risk assessment
of that location; breaks
► Encourage use of freed up time (e.g. from commute) for self development and wellbeing
► Great leadership and role modelling will make an enormous positive impact on teams during this
time for productivity, care and motivation
► Enable employees to express wider concerns as well as work issues. Avoid the need to justify
remote presenteeism
Productivity and experimentation
► Regular bite size learning/knowledge share on use of remote tools and apps. Led by the ‘go to’
people in the team where possible
► Identify/allocate roles in team to check way in which work is produced/shared if new is meeting
expectations and not creating unintended issues
► Give express permission to experiment and celebrate people trying things differently to improve
working and outcomes
► Find time to bring people together virtually with leaders

EY has worked on creating a Rapid Response kit that aims to drive productivity and collaboration
in an engaging way to support employees when working remotely
Consider how best to upskill your employees on leveraging available tools to make the transition to remote ways of working as seamless as possible.
This could be achieved through a series of virtual workshops to cover the three fundamentals of remote working:
►
What collaboration techniques can I deploy when working remotely?
►
What tools can I use to improve my experience when working remotely?
►
How do I navigate our tools to improve my personal productivity?
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Maintaining Capability and Capacity

COVID-19 | Strategic workforce planning to manage future risk
Be prepared for what might come. Model and adapt your workforce plans to maintain capability across priority services
and business functions.
Scenario planning

What do I need to consider?

►

Update scenarios for a near real-time view of the
impact of workforce planning decisions by different
views including geography, business unit, etc.

►

Typical workforce measures tracked include – total
FTEs, total costs, age profiles, FTEs by BUs,
locations, gender, grade, etc.

►

Determine future workforce needs for the
organisation

►

Potential capacity gap/surplus based on talent
demand and supply under specific business
scenarios, e.g. impact of automation scenario on
future workforce and associated people costs or
savings (e.g. upskilling costs, salary savings, hiring
costs, etc.)

►

►

►

Identify business critical talent and skills and related
geographic location risk
Inform talent action plans on how to address
shortages, surpluses or skill mismatches
Create a single point view for workforce plans
monitoring, reporting and forecasting
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►

Source of data – HR data systems and/or Finance
systems for future investment

►

Talent cost modelling – short term workforce
reduction may result in medium to long term talent
shortage/productivity loss

►

How might economic impact affect business
performance, bonus pool funding and the
performance metrics used to determine variable
remuneration outcomes

►

Recruiting & remote onboarding, filling roles for
leaves of absence

Coming out stronger
►

Leverage the opportunity to prepare for the ‘new
normal’ – increased virtual collaboration, less global
travel, news ways of working, locations strategy
review

►

Understand how new ways of working can minimise
exposure

►

Coming out with a better, stronger and more
resilient, adaptive workforce

►

Mapping global talent will prepare your business for
any widening of the current crisis or future scenarios
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Maintaining Capability and Capacity

COVID-19 | Evolving talent strategy along the crisis
journey
To support the various scenarios, the focus of your talent strategy also need adjustment to not only minimize the risk but
stay ahead of competitors and be prepared when the crisis is over
Containment Phase
►

►

Focus on ensuring the
workforce are safe and
transitioned into the new
operating environment

Smooth execution and
implementation of the BCP

Voice of
Employee
s
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Stabilisation Phase
►

Review impacts and make necessary
adjustments to business priorities and
programs of work

►

Evaluate the current workforce compatibility to the
future needs in terms of capacity and capability by
►

Define the skills and capabilities required
going forward

►

Assess the current workforce to identify
the potential workforce gap

►

Review critical roles in light of the crisis
and the new normal

►

Develop development to bridge the
workforce gap

►

Update other various people programs
(e.g. compensation, career framework) to
enable the talent fulfilment for the future
workforce

Rejuvenation Phase
►

Prepare and differentiate from competitors
to lead when crisis is over

►

Adopt a robust succession planning with individual
considerations through
►

Review the existing talent slate and pipeline

►

Review individual career aspiration and
personal preference (e.g. travel, global
assignment)

►

Determine individual development plan for
successor on critical roles based on the skill
gaps

►

Onboard and kick start on the succession
exercise with ongoing monitoring and
adjustment

►

Continuously engage the employees to gather feedbacks on their experience, reflections, expectation and insights into the crisis

►

Complement with individual follow up on addressing specific questions due to unique circumstances and impact (e.g. global traveller)

►

Clearly articulate the employee value proposition of the company and support the engagement through a powerful employer brand
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Our Team
Roxanne Israel

►

►

►

Immigration Engagement Partner
Calgary, AB

Partner
Toronto, ON

+1 403 206 5086
roxanne.n.israel@ca.ey.com

+1 416 943 3192
Jo-Anne.VanStrien@ca.ey.com

Roxanne is a Canadian and United States ( US) immigration
attorney with over 15 years of experience supporting clients on all
aspects of Canadian and global immigration. In addition to
overseeing immigration compliance programs, she provides
advisory services related to global immigration program
management, policy development, vendor compliance and risk
management related to cross-border travel.
She is EY’s Canadian immigration leader for Calgary and the
energy sector. She specializes in leading engagements within the
energy, construction and manufacturing sectors.
Roxanne is a frequent speaker on topics related to Canadian and
US immigration and is a past co-editor of Canada’s Immigration and
Citizenship Bulletin published by Thomson Reuters Canada Ltd.
She is recognized by Best Lawyers, Who’s Who Legal Canada,
Lexpert and Chambers & Partners as one of the leading corporate
immigration practitioners in Canada.

Education and certifications:
►

►

Jo-Ann VanStrien

►

Jo-Anne is one of the leaders of EY’s Mobility Tax services in
Toronto and has 24 years of experience in mobility.

►

She is the Canadian leader for Short-term Business Traveler
(STBT) solutions working with many organizations to mitigate their
multiple business risks and bring strategic insights.

►

Jo-Anne has assisted many organizations with the development of
mobility policies/practices taking into consideration the needs of the
organization, the employee experience, best practices, market
norms and local legislation.

►

Chartered Professional Accountant and a member of the Institute of
Chartered Professional Accountants in Ontario. Graduated with an
Honours Bachelor of Commerce degree from Queen’s University,
Canada.

Master of Studies in International Human Rights Law, Oxford
University, United Kingdom (UK), Bachelor of Laws, University of
Victoria
Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology and International Development,
McGill University
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust
and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world
over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our
promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical
role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients
and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more,
of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which
is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK
company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients.
Information about how EY collects and uses personal data and a
description of the rights individuals have under data protection
legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
Your business will only succeed if you build it on a strong foundation
and grow it in a sustainable way. At EY, we believe that managing
your tax obligations responsibly and proactively can make a critical
difference. Our 50,000 talented tax professionals, in more than 150
countries, give you technical knowledge, business experience,
consistency and an unwavering commitment to quality service —
wherever you are and whatever tax services you need.
© 2020 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
Information in this publication is intended to provide only a general outline of the subjects covered. It
should neither be regarded as comprehensive nor sufficient for making decisions, nor should it be
used in place of professional advice. Ernst & Young LLP accepts no responsibility for any loss arising
from any action taken or not taken by anyone using this material.
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QUESTIONS?
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The information contained
herein is of a general nature
and is not intended to
address the circumstances
of any particular individual
or entity. Although we
endeavor to provide
accurate and timely
information, there can be no
guarantee that such
information is accurate as of
the date it is received or
that it will continue to be
accurate in the future. No
one should act on such
information without
appropriate professional
advice after a thorough
examination of the
particular situation.

